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Abstract -  In many application fields such as home automation, industry automation and healthcare Wireless Sensor Network 

application have been developed to smartly solve management problems. In this paper, we are presenting a smart solution over the 

old garbage management system using IoT-enabled Technology. This is a dynamic solution which increases the productivity of the 

public garbage system. Our system consists of various sensors which make garbage management more reliable, scalable and 

efficient. An android application with user-friendly GUI is provided to the garbage collectors to get notified about garbage bin. Fire 

sensor, methane sensor and ultrasonic sensor make garbage bin a future of a smart city. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
 The term Internet of Things was first introduced 

by Kevin Ashton. Kevin Ashton was the Director of the 

Auto-ID Centre of MIT in 1999 [1]. Internet of Thing 

(IoT) is a concept in which surrounding objects are 

connected using wired and wireless mesh without human 

intervention. Object which we link will communicate and 

exchange information [2]. Due to this quality, it has 

provided lots of advanced intelligent service for users as 

per their need. Now, due to again recent advances most of 

the communication modules with various sensors are 

communicating with each other by using Wi-Fi and LTE 

technology [3]. 

 

 People usually throw garbage in public dustbin, 

then there is only a certain limit that a person can fill the 

garbage according to the capacity of the garbage bin. What 

happens if the persons don’t stop filling garbage in a 

dustbin over the limit, this may affect the surrounding; it 

would not good for environment and hazardous to health. 

So, for the best management of waste we are using the 

AGBS (Advanced Garbage Bin System) which should able 

to solve all the problems like: overload of garbage, decay 

product smelling, waste management, recycling process, 

etc. As it can make system such a reliable that it will never 

make it overflow. 

 

 So as per the design we have a separate hardware 

compartment. Which contain arduino kit with sensors: 

ultrasonic, fire and methane sensors. Which includes 

features such as: - 

 

1) Ultrasonic sensor for detecting level of garbage. This 

will calculate the value in percent format and shows over 

the application. 2) Fire sensor which detects the burning 

conditions. It will take the reading of temperature and 

based on that activate the water pump to sprinkle which 

may extinguishes fire. 3) Methane gas sensor to detect 

smell of decaying products. And continuously provide data 

of decay product in the numeric or string format. 

 

As the sensors take the data and as per the condition will 

perform their work and will notify the signal to the garbage 

collector, at which collector would observing the status of 

all garbage bins and android application will also generate 

Push notification to the garbage collector as threshold level 

get crossed. 

 

Android application is directly connected with the server 

where all data is stored in database and with the help of 

this server, it sends a notification even if there you have 

not opened the application. Using this application Garbage 

Collectors are ready to collect garbage. And after this as 

the garbage is collected then, it will proceed to the waste 

management system that is for the recycling process. Also, 

maintenance team is provided for garbage bin to clean it 

and for all other problems. 

 

There is a database where all the data about garbage bins 

with their bin areas. The data is continuously updated to 

database. This database could use to get information about 

garbage collection by firing queries. 

 

II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 

 

 High population density in large urban areas 

makes hard the solution of solid waste management 

problems [4]. As per the existing system situation in India 

there is an improper waste management system due to 

technologically undeveloped system. We are relying only 

on passive collection system, because of it garbage bins are 
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filled above the threshold value, problems in recycling 

process, decomposition and distribution of the garbage, etc. 

It causes spreading of diseases and creates bad effects on 

the human health. To make this management efficient 

government introduce the third-party concept in which 

they give contract to the third party for efficient waste 

management but it is not that much successful. 

Government also introduced some policies, but in that also 

peoples are not interested to use it. Under the Prime 

Minister policy “Swachha Bharat Abhiyaan” government 

tries to clean India throughout country using new concepts 

and technology [5]. 

 

 In foreign countries, the technology is also 

developed for the waste management system that they are 

using Smart Bins for example in Korea they are tested a 

system using RFID card authenticated system and apply 

charges for throwing the garbage and for the maintenance 

[6]. But according to Indian Economy it is not affordable 

so we are concentrating on developing AGBS which is 

affordable. In India, there is a development in various 

technology but lagging in the waste management so why 

not in India the technology is used in the waste 

management system. Hence we are focusing on IoT based 

Advanced Garbage Bin (AGB) System. In AGBS we are 

using sensors which are communicate with each other 

without any human interventions and send notifications on 

the application with the help of sensor. 

 

 This make system such a reliable, so that it can 

solve the problem like waste management, recycling 

process, automatic detection, cost efficient, less power 

consumption, decay product detectable, burn 

extinguishable, etc. So, it is possible to make it usable at 

organizational or smart city level. And in future innovation 

are possible as it is hardware based. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 If AGB’s are installed in public places, exchange 

information to server through wireless communication. 

Structurally, AGB is decomposed into three layers as 

shown in the Fig. Starting from the bottom, garbage bin 

with its hardware components reside at the lowest layer, 

wireless network environment at middle layer and the 

uppermost layer is consisted of supervisory domain with its 

application user and maintenance team. 

 

1) Lower Layer: In garbage bin people through away their 

food waste. And as the bin level fill up the garbage 

collector can track the level of garbage bin in real time. 

AGB is content with hardware which has different 

component such as methane sensor, fire sensor, ultrasonic 

level detector and Arduino kit with Wi-Fi module. 

These components explain as follows: 

 

a) MQ04 Methane Sensor 

MQ4 gas sensor used in clean air, low conductivity tin 

oxide (SnO2). When there is an environment in which the 

combustible gas sensor, conductivity sensor with 

increasing concentration of combustible gases in air 

increases. Use simple circuit and convert the change in 

conductivity of the gas concentration [7]. 

 

b) Ultrasonic SR04 Sensor 

HC SR04 is the ultrasonic ranging sensor. This economical 

sensor provides 2cm to 400cm of non-contact 

measurement functionality with ranging accuracy that can 

reach up-to 3mm [8]. HC SR04 module includes an 

ultrasonic transmitter, receiver and a control circuit. In HC 

SR04 there are 4 pins : VCC(power), Trig(trigger), 

Echo(Receive) and Gnd(Ground). 

 

c) LM35 Fire Sensor 

LM35 is a precision IC temperature sensor with its output 

proportional to the temperature (in. The sensor circuitry is 

sealed and therefore it is not subjected to oxidation and 

other process. With LM35, temperature can be measured 

more accurately than with a thermistor. It also possesses 

low self-heating and does not cause more than 0.1 

temperature rise in still air [9]. 

 

d) Arduino senses the environment by receiving inputs 

from many sensors, and affects its surroundings by 

controlling lights, motors, and other actuators. Arduino is 

one of the best platform because of its inbuild libraries and 

ease in use [11]. 

 

e) The ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module is a self-contained SOC 

with integrated TCP/IP protocol stack that can give any 

microcontroller access to your Wi-Fi network. This Wi-Fi 

can easily connect to the any router for which it is 

programmed. ESP8266 Arduino core comes with libraries 

to communicate over Wi-Fi using TCP and UDP and can 

work with wide range of the peripherals [11]. 

 

f) DS1307 is a Real-Time Clock(RTC) specifically 

designed for timekeeping, the timekeeper tells the Arduino 

when it should leave the appliance on. After the allocated 

time, by passing the pulse it revokes system. With the use 

of this System become more efficient. 
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g) BLDC Motor pump for pump out water from the 

container and sprinkle it over the garbage if it catches fire. 

Also, a 12 Volt battery is connected for providing energy. 

The information about garbage bin is send to the middle 

layer over the router to route it to destination. 

 

Middle Layer: In this layer router are used to receive and 

communicate the data to server using internet. This 

wireless communication device send numeric values in the 

form of the packets [13]. The developed architecture is 

described in a typical application where Wireless Sensor 

Networks have to be configured with different components 

to provide a remote monitoring service of each node. The 

interaction mechanism between a remote host and bin 

sensors is based on IPv4 packets exchange. When GC 

wants to interact with a sensor node, IPv4 packets are sent 

to the remote server, which delivered them to the gateway 

terminal through the Internet. Once a packet is received, 

the edge router connected to the gateway terminal performs 

a translation of it into Low power network-IPv6 packet and 

dispatches it to the node, via the IEEE 802.15.4 physic 

layer [14]. 

 

Upper Layer: Real Time application, server and user 

resides here in upper layer. Server is based on same MQTT 

protocol support environment, where sensor data received 

from local MQTT broker to database [15]. This database 

analyzed for collected data and data could use for further 

assumptions. 

 

Garbage Collectors(GC) have the android application 

which shows the real-time level detected output and send a 

push notification if decayed material is found in bin or bin 

catches fire. 

 

IV. ATUAL WORK 

 

 The actual working of the Advanced Garbage Bin 

is explained in the following flow graph. Fig. 2 will give 

you a clear idea about the working of system. 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows screenshots of the received data 

will look like. Initially the AGB will in sleep mode to save 

energy, with the pulse set by Real Time clock it wakes up. 

3 

 

Flow Graph 

 RTC wake-up pulse send the pulse every hour to 

the AGB to take the reading and send it to the sensor by 

using Wi-Fi module to perform updating. After getting the 

wake-up pulse AGB will be active to use, by collecting 

information about all the sensor mentioned as per the flow 

graph. 

Ultrasonic sensor send the information about level of the 

garbage inside dustbin by simply calculating time taken by 

it to cover distance between garbage and sensor. And by 

dividing that value by 2 gives the actual distance. 

 

 Same fire sensor able to sense burn smell and as 

per that it will sprinkle out water to extinguishes it. And it 

is also going to send a push notification to the application 

as well as server. 

 

 Methane sensor also collect the information about 

the presence of decay product smell. Which will be in the 

form of string as well as numeric over the application. 

 

 This all type of collected data should be 

transferred or maintained at the server level, where it will 

update it after every 1 hour automatically. And this will 

possible by using a Wi-Fi module network which can send 

this all data using internet. 

 

 As the garbage is full it will change its status 

color on the application and notify to garbage collector to 

collect the garbage from it. And after next status updating 

the garbage bin will be empty. 

 
Fig. 1. An AGB 
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Fig. 2. Work flow graph 

 
Fig. 3. Screenshot of Garbage level in application 

 
Fig. 4. Screenshot of Graph of received values on website 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 In this paper, we try to solve the waste 

management problem by using an embedded software 

system which provides real time information about garbage 

bins. 

 Using RTC it become more power efficient to 

operate it over battery. AGB’s implementation will lead to 

a very efficient system which saves time and extra 

consumption of natural resources. 

 As a future implementation, we may use the 

AGB’s head cover as a solar plate for power generation to 

charge battery. Also by using shortest path algorithm we 

can find the way by which it is fuel efficient for the 

garbage collectors to track garbage bin. The android 

application will show low fuel consumption path towards 

all bins. 
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